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In the latest fruit of a brilliant career, Michael Nagler argues that nonviolence—not just as a tactic
but as a way of being—is the only way to unite deeply divided people and enable progressive
movements and leaders of all stripes to fulfil their promise and potential.So many of the
problems that beset us—war, poverty, isolation, and the climate crisis—have their roots in an old
story about the universe: we are purposeless matter in a random void, and scarcity, competition,
and violence are inevitable. Citing the convergence of modern science and the essence of the
world's wisdom traditions, Michael Nagler argues for a new story: the universe is conscious and
purposeful, humans are spiritual beings, and cooperation and collaboration are our natural way
of interacting. This “new story” has had other champions, but Nagler is the first to realize that a
piece is missing. For the new story to take hold, we have to embrace nonviolence, not only as a
social change tactic but as a way of life.Nonviolence is the only power strong enough to “move
the heart” toward this deep and revolutionary change in worldview. Nagler refers to this as the
“third harmony,” which is the harmony within and among us to resolve the crisis of the human
image. Calling on us to realize the urgency of nonviolence for resolving our personal and
collective problems, Nagler focuses on how to shift to our story on a personal, everyday level
and then integrate it into the very foundations of our understanding of humanity and community,
for our sake, for the sake of future generations, and the sake of nonviolence itself.

“Professor Nagler is a trusted interpreter of my grandfather’s life and message. In this book he
reveals the unique importance of Gandhiji’s great discovery of nonviolence for our time and
brings out its indispensable role in the shift to a sustainable civilization on which our life, and
possibly all life on earth, now depends.”—Rajmohan Gandhi, Professor, University of
Illinois “Coming from his deep understanding of Gandhian nonviolence, he identifies missing
elements in our development of a ‘new story,’ especially where we fail to focus on our inner being
(‘third harmony’) and find there the precious resource of metta (nonviolence) that the Buddha
and all the great teachers tell us lies within. May every lover of life read and be empowered by
this passionate and compelling book.”—Joanna Macy, author of Coming Back to Life “A powerful
‘new story’ rooted in wholeness is being called forth! Michael Nagler’s important and
groundbreaking new book is an insightful exploration and guide for the social healing and
transformational possibilities urgently needed for these times!”—Belvie Rooks, coauthor of I
Give You the Springtime of My Blushing Heart --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.About the AuthorMichael Nagler is president and cofounder of the Metta
Center for Nonviolence and is one of the most respected scholars and advocates of nonviolence
worldwide. He also founded the Peace and Conflict Studies Program at the University of
California, Berkeley, where he is a professor emeritus of classics and comparative literature. He



is the author of The Nonviolence Handbook, Our Spiritual Crisis, and The Search for a
Nonviolent Future, and his writing has appeared in the Wall Street Journal and elsewhere. --This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Anna, “A hopeful, inspiring read for anyone who wants to "be the change". I enjoyed this book,
"The Third Harmony", just as I did other books written by Michael Nagler. His writings reminds us
who we truly are - that we are ordinary human beings with extraordinary power within. Nagler
elegantly takes on the huge challenge of reversing the dominant narrative (or "story") of our
society, which tells us that we are separate, that human beings are violent, and that we thrive by
dominating others. Especially in times like today where there seems so much chaos and
uncertainty, this book delivers a welcome message of hope and optimism, backed by spiritual
wisdom and modern science. I highly recommend this book particularly to those who work for
social justice, but it would be a great read for really anyone.”

Steve R Williamson, “If ever there was a good time for THIS book...it it NOW.. The Third
Harmony is a book for Our Times, for This Moment.The Virus has awakened everyone to this
simple truth: we are interconnected. Author Nagler, who has devoted his lifetime to studying and
teaching Principled Nonviolence turns now to our current story--selfishness, aloneness,
otherizing--and offers up how we are very much in the midst of creating our New Story now. This
New Story is about our connectednessNagler draws on history, examples of successful
Nonviolence campaigns, all the constructive alternatives that are ongoing, and then points the
way forward. Best part for me is that it is practical. It is more than an argument; it is a guidebook
for what I, make that WE, can do right now.Most compelling for me are examples of how science
and ancient wisdoms are reaching the same conclusion that we are more than a mere
assemblage of material particles. I have felt this intuitively, but the validation is
encouraging.Nagler quotes Michael Berry, the man who coined the term "New Story": "The
deepest crises experienced by any society are those moments of change when the story
becomes inadequate for meeting the survival demands of a present situation." I believe we are
all recognizing--to lesser and greater degrees, but ALL of us on some level--that the current
story is increasingly inadequate.Get The Third Harmony, and tap into how WE ALL can help
shape our New Story. From this new narrative, the world we imagine for our children begins to
take shape in vision, then in reality. This is what I learn from The Third Harmony by Nagler. How
great that the very book we need now emerges today!”

Dustin Hausner, “A must read for anyone interested in Nonviolence and self empowerment. I
have had the pleasure of reading The Nonviolence Handbook and The Search For A Nonviolent
Future by Michael Nagler. Both those books I would encourage you to read as well because they
are informative and great for any nonviolent teacher, practitioner, or advocate. What is wonderful
about this new book is it focuses on shifting our perspective of the knowledge and science that
exists in the world into a positive force for peace and constructive change. It mentions great
resources and the book takes you on the journey from individual self change to our collective



responsibility for change in a way that supports and helps all people. I encourage you to read
this book as well as his previous works.”

Angelo Capozzi, “A Hopeful Vision of Humanity. Professor Michael Nagler, in his fourth work on
the topic of nonviolence, seeks to uncover for all of us the power of its presence in our lives. And
this is just what he concludes in this book. “The Third Harmony – Nonviolence and the New
Story of Human Nature”, that nonviolence is the most vital force actually alive within us. We are
nonviolent by nature, and the discovery of this is in fact “the third harmony”, or new story of
human nature itself, which stands in stark contrast to the paradigm that we have been living
since the dawn of the industrial age, that we are material beings, living in a random universe,
violent, self-interested, and seeking meaning outside of ourselves in ever more unsustainable
consumption.This book will make you reflect and consider new ways of thinking. It made me
think of how mankind is on a journey to discover its own authenticity, which as in our own lives,
requires a certain vulnerability. Prof. Nagler’s sources are well documented and bear witness to
solid scientific inquiry as well as scholarship.Of key importance to Nagler is the shift of matter to
consciousness that has been happening on its own accord over the past century and a half, as
we move from the material physics of Newton to a new age of quantum physics and its
ramifications. And as the crisis of our times is innately a spiritual crisis, this transformation of
consciousness begins with ourselves.The book takes a close look at the key social movements
and personalities, from the ancient sages, to St. Augustine, Gandhi, and King, in highlighting a
“Roadmap” for bringing about this change in human consciousness which offers potential for
institutionalizing a new paradigm. You will learn about how unarmed civilian protection, workers
cooperatives, micro-finance, restorative justice and other elements of the “constructive program”
are already transforming society. Nagler concludes that the focus must be on slower, strategic
actions that focus on deep change, rather than isolated social protest.With our survival indeed at
stake, this is a timely read and highly recommended.”

Astrid Linn Montuclard, “A ground-breaking gift. Michal Nagler's new book is a breath-taking,
accessible, and revolutionary offering to the field of nonviolence and those interested in learning
more about it. In his book, Michael makes the case that nonviolence is an inner capacity and
energy that we can all tap into with practice, for the benefit of all. Thanks to nonviolence, we can
then activate and embody a new story of our human nature - a story that emphasize the human
species' capacity to continue evolving through cooperation instead of raw competition. In these
times of global pandemic and heightened fear, such a Life-affirming book is a must-read
illuminating the path to a dignified future for all through concrete steps. Filled with recounts of
stories from human beings who have walked and are still walking a path of principled
nonviolence, this book will hopefully be a happy, uplifting companion to many people's
quarantine.”



The book by Michael N Nagler has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 23 people have provided feedback.
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